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R.R.016.938/H197. Halton, Thomas, and Stella O'Leary. Classical Scholarship: An Annotated
Bibliography. White Plains, NY: Kraus International, 1986.
In each of the 15 major chapters entries are organized into topical sections and arranged alphabetically by
author. Works are annotated and book reviews are cited for works listed. Among the subject areas
treated are papyrology, paleography, textual criticism, epigraphy, history, numismatics, art &
archaeology, religion, mythology, and philosophy. Contains author and subject indexes.
R.R.016.88/A613. L'Annee Philologique; Bibliographie Critique et Analytique de L'Antiquite GrecoLatine. Paris: Société d'édition “Les Belles Lettres,” 1924- .
Annual bibliographical survey in classical studies. First part lists works by and about classical authors.
Second part is divided into 10 subject areas. Includes indexes of ancient and geographical names. "For
the areas where the Graeco-Roman and Judaeo-Christian worlds overlap its thorough analysis and
annotation is likely to be indispensable." An electronic version of v. 1-85 (1924-2014) of L’Annee
Philologique is included in The Database of Classical Bibliography (http://www.anneephilologique.com/aph/) and is available by subscription. Each spring a new volume is added to the
database.
Perseus Project: A comprehensive collection of primary sources and supporting reference materials on
ancient Greece. Contains the following: the complete works of 31 authors in Greek, many with modern
English translations; accompanying notes for many of these texts; a collection of 25,000 images of
architecture, sculpture, coins, vases, and sites; detailed catalogue entries from 1,420 vases, 366 sculptures
and sculptural groups, 523 coins, 381 buildings, and 179 sites, linked to in-depth background essays; an
extensive atlas including schematic, satellite, and topographical maps of ancient and present-day Greece
on which 1,644 sites can be plotted; an online version of the Liddell-Scott Intermediate Greek-English
Lexicon, Liddell & Scott’s Greek-English Lexicon, rev. & augmented ed., 1940, a hypertextual
encyclopedia of major historical and mythological figures, places, and terms; a collection of secondary
resources on Greek vase painters, sculptors, and history; a chronological summary of the major historical
and cultural events of 5th century B.C. Greece from the Archaic Period to Alexander the Great, and a
bibliographical database with full citations for more than 2,630 works. It can be searched at
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu
*R.R.913.38/B857. Cancik, Hubert, and Helmuth Schneider, eds. Brill’s New Pauly: Encyclopaedia of
the Ancient World: Antiquity. 16v. Leiden, Brill, 2000-2010.
Contains signed articles (with bibliographies), which reflect comprehensive coverage of classical
antiquity. A translation of Der Neue Pauly: Enzyklopaedie der Antike, which began publication in 1996.
The bibliographies were updated for the English translation. The translation is 20v set in two independent
parts—Antiquity, 15v and Classical tradition, 5v. The former deals with Greco-Roman antiquity and the
latter with the long and influential aftermath of the Classical heritage. “The chronological scope ranges
from the ‘Aegean Koine’ (middle of the 2nd millennium BC) to the formation of early medieval Europe
(AD 600 to 800).” In 2010 published an index to the Antiquity part. It contains a subject index; index of
persons; geographical concordance; index of maps; lists of maps & illustrations; list of authors in the set;
laws, law codes & international treaties; weights, measures & coinage systems; abbreviations of papyrus
& ostraka collections and data on chronology & the computation of time.
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*R.R.913.38/O98/2012. Hornblower, Simon, and Antony Spawforth. Oxford Classical Dictionary. 4th ed.
New York: Oxford University Press, 2012.
Contains about 6,320 signed entries (with bibliographies) by over 365 scholars on every major figure of
Greece and Rome, on mythological and legendary figures, on major cities, famous buildings, and
important geographical landmarks, and on legal, rhetorical, literary, and political terms and concepts. Two
new focus areas have been added to this edition: reception and anthropology. The cutoff date is the death
of Constantine (A.D. 337). Compared to the 3rd ed. (1996) contains 71 new articles and 19 replacement
articles (see p. xiv for list). Updated other articles if necessary. Contains cross-references.
R.R.938/O98e. Gagarin, Michael, ed. The Oxford Encyclopedia of Ancient Greece and Rome. 7v. New
York: Oxford University Press, 2010.
Contains more than 1100 signed articles (with bibliographies) by over 500 contributors. “The
encyclopedia seeks to cover the entirety of Greek and Roman antiquity” from “roughly 3000 BCE to 60
CE.” The intent is to offer a broad view of a subject for the general reader. There are about 300
illustrations, 50 maps, ten genealogical tables, a chronology in volume 1, and a topical outline and index
in volume 7. Includes cross-references.
R.R.913.38/H342o/1990. Howatson, M. C. Oxford Companion to Classical Literature. 2nd ed. New
York: Oxford University Press, 1989.
Concise information on classical writers, literary forms & subjects; individual works; persons, places &
subjects in Greek and Roman history; institutions, religion, philosophy, etc. about which one reading
classical literature may need information.
R.R.912.38/B276 (Atlas case). Talbert, Richard J. Barrington Atlas of the Greek and Roman World.
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000.
Contains 99 color maps (extending over 175 map pages) divided into 6 regional parts. Involved 10
regional coordinators, 63 compilers, and 95 reviewers. Timespan covered is from approximately 1000
B.C. to around A.D. 640. Aims to show the physical landscape in its ancient aspect. Includes a gazetteer
listing every name marked anywhere in the atlas. A “Map-by-Map Directory” and a digital copy of the
gazetteer are available on accompanying CD-ROM.
R.R.016.88/B513/1990. Berkowitz, Luci, and Karl A. Squitier. Thesaurus Linguae Graecae Canon of
Greek Authors and Works. 3rd ed. New York: Oxford University Press, 1990.
A register of nearly 3,200 authors and over 8,000 individual works. Among the information given are
author, title of work, the literary genre characteristic of the bulk of his work, century in which he lived,
place he's usually associated with, and information on the standard or best textual edition of each work.
An online version of the Canon is available at the TLG website (http://www.tlg.uci.edu). It contains over
12,000 bibliographical records and is regularly updated to include new entries as they are added to the
TLG database.
296.08/G793. Stern, Menahem, ed. Greek and Latin Authors on Jews and Judaism. 3v. Jerusalem: Israel
Academy of Sciences and Humanities, 1974-84.
Corpus of texts which attempts to include all references to Jews and Judaism, and to the country of
Judaea, by the Greek and Latin authors of antiquity. The writings of each author are accompanied by an
introduction, a critical apparatus, an English translation and a detailed commentary, in which the sources
are examined in the context of the latest scholarship and archaeological findings.
Loeb Classical Library (scattered throughout the stacks). Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1912- .
The Latin or Greek text with English translation on opposite page. For a listing of titles in this series
consult the catalog under Loeb Classical Library. The following website has a list of the Loeb volumes
arranged by Loeb number with a link to those with a free download:
http://www.edonnelly.com/loebs.html.
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933/J779j. Josephus, with an English Translation. Loeb Classical Library. 10v. London: W. Heinemann, 1926-81.
Josephus lived A.D. 37-100 .The Whiston (d. 1752) translation is available online at
http://wesley.nnu.edu/other-theologians/flavius-josephus/.
R.R.922.96/J83r. Rengstorf, Karl Heinrich. A Complete Concordance to Flavius Josephus. 4v. Leiden:
Brill, 1973-83.
Lists occurrences of Greek words with contexts.
888.9/P547. Philo, with an English Translation. Loeb Classical Library. 10v. London: Heinemann, 192962.
Philo lived 20 B.C.-A.D. 50. Charles D. Yonge's translation (1854-90) is available at
http://www.earlychristianwritings.com/yonge or http://www.earlyJewishwritings.com
R.R.181.3/P565ZB. Borgen, Peder, Kare Fuglseth, and Roald Skarsten. The Philo Index: A Complete
Greek Word Index to the Writings of Philo of Alexandria. Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000.
An index to all the Greek words in Philo’s writings.
ARCHAEOLOGY
R.R.913.38/P957. Stillwell, Richard, ed. Princeton Encyclopedia of Classical Sites. Princeton, NJ:
Princeton University Press, 1976.
Covers period from 8th century B.C. to 6th century A.D. Good bibliographies. Includes articles on such
sites as Athens, Corinth, Ephesus, etc. Available at the following URL:
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus:text:1999.04.0006. Entries are linked to more
than 4,400 new photographs of Roman sites.
R.R.930.1/E56. Murray, Tim, ed. Encyclopedia of Archaeology: The Great Archaeologists. 2v. Santa
Barbara, CA: ABC-CLIO, 1999.
Contains signed articles on 58 archaeologists. The articles, which average 12 pages in length, are written
by well-known archaeologists and arranged in chronological order by date of birth of subject of article.
Entries include photos & other illustrations and bibliographies. Each volume has an alphabetical list of
entries and vol. 2 contains an index.
R.R.930.1/E56. Murray, Tim, ed. Encyclopedia of Archaeology: History and Discoveries. 3v. Santa
Barbara, CA: ABC-CLIO, 2001.
Contains signed articles (with bibliographies) on histories of archaeology in most parts of the world,
biographies of significant archaeologists in addition to those in the two volumes devoted to the great
archaeologists, and histories of significant sites, debates, techniques, methods & issues of global
archaeology. Includes numerous cross references. Vol. 3 contains an index to the set.
CLASSICAL HISTORY
R.R.930/C144. Bury, John Bagnell, S. A. Cook, and F. E. Adcock, eds. Cambridge Ancient History.
12v. London: Cambridge University Press, 1924-56.
A 2nd ed. of vol. 1 was published in 1924 and a 2nd of v. 3-14, 1982-2005. Vol. 1-2 have been
published in a 3rd ed., 1970-75.
937/L675r/1990. Lewis, Naphtali, and Meyer Reinhold. Roman Civilization; Selected Readings. 3rd ed.
2v. New York: Columbia University Press, 1990.
A collection of original sources arranged by subject.
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*R.R.937/A918. Aufstieg und Niedergang der Römischen Welt. New York: de Gruyter, 1972- .
Volumes on religion contain lengthy articles which provide "an overview of present knowledge and
research concerning the religions of the ancient Roman Empire and the neighboring lands." Indexed in
the ATLA Religion Database. An index of this set can be found at
http://www.cs.uky.edu/~raphael/scaife/anrw.html. There is a “Bibliography of ANRW for New
Testament Studies” at http://ntresources.com/blog/?page_id=2760. This is an author list of articles
relating to the N.T. in volumes 18.1-18.5, 25.1-25.6, 26.1-26.3, 27.1, 29.1. There is a link on the site to
the PDF of a revised, substantially expanded version that covers vols. 1.1-4, 7.1-2, 8, 9.1-2, 17.1-4, 18.15, 19.1-2, 20.1-2, 21.1-2, 23.1-2, 25.1-6, 26.1-3, 27.1, 29.1-2, 30.1-3, 32.1-5, 34.1-4, 37.1-3. In 1996 an
index to all the articles published up to, and including, 1966 was published. The first part lists the table of
contents of all the volumes and part two is an author index of all volumes published through 1996.
Classics Index (http://classicsindex.wikispaces.com/)
Contains links to Online Books for the study of Greek and Roman classics, early Judaism, and
Christianity.
Ancient World Open Bibliographies (http://ancientbiblio.wordpress.com/)
This blog is run by Phoebe Acheson of the blog Classics Librarian and Chuck Jones of the Institute for
the Study of the Ancient World at New York University. This blog is for discussion and development of a
project to collect bibliographies about subjects relevant to studies of the ancient world. It includes links
to bibliographies on the Greco-Roman world, epigraphy, papyrology, and other topics.
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